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Discover Local History...Stroll through our Historic Cemeteries
By Karen M. Lemon
Walk among the tall mature trees which filter
the bright sunlight and feel the sense of a
bygone time. Watch where your steps land as
you begin to feel the history of Avon
Township and Rochester expand all around,
a young veteran from the civil war, a child
who succumbed to Typhoid Fever, a headstone
with a bale of wheat carved on top.

N

otice the names of the early pioneers
who carved out this community as
farmers, business owners, investors, and
inventors who brought prosperity to our
community. These stones and monuments tell
many stories. Notice the names of the hearty
men who felled the many hardwoods to clear
land for their farm or built a mill for the process of manufacturing
flour or weaving yarn. The Rochester area has four cemeteries where
original settlers are laid to rest. Immerse yourself in the past.
Mount Avon Cemetery, State Register of Historic Sites—Located
in the city of Rochester, the cemetery border streets are Wilcox, Third,
Taylor, and First Streets. Mount Avon was
the first platted cemetery in Oakland
County. Officially platted in 1827, the land
had been used as a burial ground for three of
the first pioneers to settle Rochester in 1817,
in the section referred to as “Old Ground.”
Because of this historical classification, in
1979, the Michigan Historical Commission
placed the cemetery on the State Register of
Historic Sites. The cemetery land allotment
increased five times over the years. City
fathers were forced to fence out “all horses,
cattle, sheep, and hogs (be) excluded from
running at large within the enclosure of said
Burying Ground,” a quote from the Burial
Billy Yank Statue
Book Minutes of May 21, 1850.
Mount Avon notables: John J. Snook, Lysander Woodward, Jonathan
Pixley, Alexander and James Graham, and two men who warrant
further research: Homer Wing of first World War fame and Uriah
Adams of the religious sect
Millerites. The Statue of
Unknown Soldier,
commonly referred to
as Billy Yank can also
be found in Mount Avon.
Veterans from all U.S.
wars are buried at Mount
Avon Cemetery, and each
Memorial Day, in honor
of their service, their
graves are marked with
an American flag.

Stoney Creek Cemetery—Located off Letica Drive, Rochester Hills.
Originally set aside for residents of the nearby village of Stoney
Creek. This rural iron-gated plot of land was originally situated to
overlook the quaint
village of Stoney Creek.
This well-treed lot is
dotted with many
standing headstones,
creating a picturesque
view from the nearby
Letica Road. The
pioneer settlers whose names are familiar to local citizens include
the Van Hoosen, Taylor, and Millerd families. Ownership of the
burial ground changed frequently. Nathan and Salley Millerd
originally sold lots to residents of Stoney Creek. This arrangement
remained until it was discovered that the trustees were deceased. In
1924 the lot owners gave control over to the Masonic Lodge No. 5
of Stoney Creek,
who turned the
cemetery over to
Avon Township in
1981. The City of
Rochester Hills
cares for the
property, although
burials are no longer
permitted.
Note: The City of Rochester Hills operates the nearby Van Hoosen
Jones-Stoney Creek Cemetery, located off Tienken Road on land
donated in 1956 by the late Dr. Sarah Van Hoosen Jones of Van
Hoosen Farm.
Kline Cemetery—Located off north Rochester Road just south of
Stoney Creek Road in Oakland Township, is perhaps the saddest
of the historical cemeteries in our area. Overgrown and unkept, this
burial ground is hard to spot from the road,
even when you know where to look. Iron
fencing and a nameplate with Kline
Cemetery denotes the entrance gate;
unfortunately the vegetation covers the
entrance. In 1836, on land owned by Peter
Kline, a log school was
built for the Kline
settlement. The school
was a meeting place for
the Methodists until
1855, when they built
a church at the corner of Buell and Rochester
Roads. The Oakland Township Historical Society
writes, “In 1854, the Presbyterians also began to
meet at the Kline school, and in 1855 they built
a church on the southwest corner of Stoney Creek
and Rochester Roads.” The current graveyard
contains the remains of those previously buried Peter Kline 67 yrs
at the burial ground across the road.
(Continued on page 2)
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Discover Local History...Stroll through our Historic Cemeteries
(Continued from page 1)
1875 Brewster Cemetery—Located off north Brewster Road just
south of Brewster Elementary School. Originally, the land was sold
to the Oakland Baptist Church
Society in 1875, which ran and
managed the cemetery until 1838.
Isaac Howell, Joseph Davis, and
Peter LeRoy were the property
owners who sold the land to the
church. This small quaint wooded
lot is dotted with large trees and
proud monuments with names of
prominent Rochester and Oakland
Township families: Dutton,
Hubbell, Riggs, and Sherman.
Located about a quarter-mile west
of Brewster Road, the cemetery is
surrounded by a seven-foot-high
fence and a backdrop of a wooded
lot with lush greenery, making it
easy to miss. Burials were made
from 1828 until 1904, with only
fifty-three burials that can be confirmed from existing headstones.
Unfortunately, there are no burial books or interment records available
for research.
Currently owned
and maintained
by the city of
Rochester Hills,
the property has
no access gate or
name to identify
it, and permission
to visit the
grounds needs to
be arranged with
the city. There
are no plots for sale at the Brewster location. Much of this information
was provided by Deborah Larson under “Brewster Cemetery” on the
Clio website: Your Guide to History. January 23, 2021.
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W

atch as the sun sets on the majestic trees and the shade
begins to overtake the landscape. Witness the headstones
create shadows as they stretch out for a peaceful slumber. As evening
begins, read a few more headstones and imagine the lives of these
individuals, several of who faced different challenges than we have
today. Many of the names you see will surprise you as you recognize
street names like Flumberfelt, Snell, Wilson, and Whims.
These are the names of the people who created and built up the area
where we live and work. This stroll allows you to appreciate the hard
work and dedication of these pioneers who cleared the land, sold their
stock and crops to feed the local people, or shipped these by rail to
provide for consumers outside our community.
There are more historic cemeteries in Oakland and Orion Townships.
If you are interested in helping maintain one of these historical
cemeteries contact the local municipal, or the two local historical
societies: Oakland Township Historical Society and Rochester Avon
Historical Society. Both of these societies have online websites.▼
Like many writers who joined Vintage Views, I did
not think I could write. Surprise, after starting in
2014, I found I could put words together and tell my
stories. I love history, especially Rochester’s, so
that’s mostly what I write.
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Wayne Andrews, Local Veteran
A story about a man, his wife, and a legacy
By Nicole F. Cannon

W

ayne Andrews was born in
Lansing, Michigan, in
December 1924. He graduated
from high school in January 1943
and in March he was drafted into
the army. Wayne said he knew
when he graduated from high
school that they would be coming
for him—his “number” would
come up—and they did.
His basic training occurred at
a military base in the Ozark
mountains in Missouri. Most of
the “men” in his division were
teenagers, and it was known as
the “Diaper Division.” Once he
completed his basic training he
was assigned to the 75th infantry division and because of his above
average I.Q. the army asked him if he would like to be a medic.
He said yes and was assigned to Walter Reed Hospital in Washington
D.C. where he completed his medical training as a surgical technician
specialist.

On VJ Day Wayne was still in France and on VE Day he was in
Reims processing troops to return home. Finally, a different number
came up for him, and he returned home in March of 1946.

A

fter returning home he lived with his parents and took advantage
of a free education for veterans and received a degree in Civil
Engineering from Michigan State University. He worked for a time
at the State of Michigan and then at the GM Ternstedt plant in Flint.
As time went on a friend called Wayne and invited him to a party, but
he would have to pick up a young lady who did not have a date. He
was not interested at first but decided to go ahead. In his own words:
I picked up my future wife…
the most gorgeous woman
I have ever dated.
Wayne and Ilene were
married in 1950, and had
a daughter. Sadly, after 53
years of marriage, Ilene
passed away in 2003.
I asked him what would
he say to young married
couples today? His
response: “You must be
a little sensible and stop
thinking as much of yourself
and think of the other person
also.” Amen to that!
Wayne is a talented potter and helped establish the Rochester
Art & Apples Festival. He participated in art shows for 50 years
while working at GM. Now here is more of the legacy.

Wayne tells of his fond memories while he was there. He was thrilled
to have seen General Pershing (WWI), who was retired and lived at
Walter Reed; the general rode his white horse every day. Wayne was
also pleased to have seen General Charles de Gaulle of France, who
had come for a physical. Five hundred U.S. troops ran down to see
him, and he made a 360-degree salute to all the soldiers. I asked him
if he had met General Patton; he had not, but he was in Patton’s army
for a short time.
As the tone changed in our conversation, Wayne tells of seeing
much pain, death, and suffering. I asked him what was one of the
most memorable moments at the Battle of the Bulge in Belgium.
He replied, “Oh dear…!” Although soldiers do not like to speak
about the tragedies, he did tell me about the following:
“The worst experience at the Battle of the Bulge was for two nights
in a row it was -10 degrees, and the soldiers only had blankets during
the night.” (A soldier did not carry their sleeping bag because it was
too heavy and would impede their ability to move quickly during
battle.) Wayne knew their feet and fingers were in danger of freezing.
He saved many a pair of feet by telling his men to take off their
boots, rub their feet to keep the blood circulating and to place a pair
of sox under their arm pits so that they would be warm when they put
them on. As result, his men had fewer cases of trench foot. Along
with freezing temperatures, they also encountered many fields laden
with land mines and many lost limbs and lives.

Ilene Baker, before marrying Wayne, was part of the Rochester
Junior Women’s League. She opened the first drop-in center for
senior citizens at the Bond Building in downtown Rochester, now
the Lions Club. A local business gave them a refrigerator and the
center became a place where the seniors could socialize, play cards,
and games. Here is where things really get interesting. Marye Miller
came to work alongside Ilene at the drop-in center, and Marye was
inspired to obtain a building for the present OPC. Later, Ilene opened
her Leisure Travel business and when retiring she gave it to the OPC.
Now that is something. I am sure Wayne never thought he and Ilene
would be leaving such wonderful legacies to the people of Rochester.
When you see Wayne Andrews at the OPC, give a shout out to
him and thank him for doing his part to maintain peace, to preserve
freedom, and for being connected to this amazing legacy in our
community.
Thanks Wayne Andrews. You did excellently.▼

One day at work, my supervisor asked me to
write for him. I was surprised when he said:
“I think I will have you write more often. You
write beautifully.” Those words are etched in
my memory. I really do enjoy writing.
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Do you have a story, article, anecdote, or poem to share?
We have just the place—the Vintage Views! This publication had been around since the 1980s, so we are truly “vintage!” The Vintage Views
is published quarterly and distributed throughout the center and the many places seniors frequent. It is filled with a journal of personal stories,
musings, and essays (fiction and nonfiction). The Vintage Views is written “by, for, and about seniors” then assembled by the committee
members and supported by loyal advertisers so we can provide it free to readers.

We want to hear from you.

We want to hear about it.

Do you have personal humorous musings?

If your story or poem is chosen, we will contact you to discuss it.
We work with you, and before being published you review and
approve the article or poem. We do not have room for a book so
a 500-800 word article would be perfect.

Are you a veteran with an exceptional
experience?
What is your heritage or family history?
Do you have stories about a hobby, your pet,
your travels, life in general?

Send us your name, phone number, and email address along with
a digital copy of the story or poem to v@opcseniorcenter.org.▼

Dad’s Sailor Cap
By Margaret Shepard

M

y father was a sailor
stationed out of Brooklyn
during World War II. Mother
and I had moved to an apartment
in Newark, New Jersey, after
Dad found out where his base
port would be. In the beginning,
his ship, Martin H. Ray, a
destroyer escort, sailed along the
coast from Newark to Maine for
target practice and to work out
the bugs on the new ship.
Eventually, the ship was
assigned to escort merchant
fleets across the Atlantic. When
this happened, he would be gone
for weeks. The few times he was
home after his ship started
escorting fleets, I always asked
where he had been.
His answer was to give me one
of his sailor caps to keep. He
began to write in indelible ink
where he had been and what
ports the ship had anchored. It
was a ritual whenever he was
home. At first, he printed where
he had been from the start of his
enlistment and then added the
new ports.
Of course I couldn’t read at that
time, but he patiently printed the
names. Every time he came
home I made him read
everything he had previously
printed and then watched as he
printed the new ports.

The foreign ports were in
England and France on the
English Channel. The American
ports ranged from Maine to
Virginia. As a family, we had
visited the Statue of Liberty on
one of his leaves; he drew a tiny
picture of it on the hat and
labeled it. He said that was the
most important because he saw
it whenever the ship docked in
Brooklyn.

T

he part I loved best was
when he printed and then
read, “Daddy loves Margaret.”
That hat was my treasure and
accompanied me until we
returned to Michigan to await
news of where he would be
stationed on the West Coast
after the war in Europe ended.

Newark N.J.
Youngstown VA
Daddy Loves Margaret
Statue of Liberty
Great Lakes, Illinois
Detroit, Michigan

His ship was sent to Cuba to
train for the war in the Pacific.
I saw him briefly in San Diego
before his fleet sailed.
I still have the cap. It is stained
and looks old and tired, but I
treasure it. Whenever I hold the
hat in my hands, I think of my
dad and everything he must have
gone through to come home and
print the places he had been on
my sailor cap.▼

Pier 92 New York, New York
U.S.S. Martin H. Ray D.E. 338 Brooklyn Navy Yard
Portland Maine
Pier 35 Brooklyn
Cherdourge, France
Plymouth, England
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Two Sisters Reminiscent Drive Through Detroit
By Ruth Ciocan
Many of my jaunts are with my sister Janie. This one day she decided
she wanted fresh sausage, but since Szabo’s in Delray has long been
gone we went to Dearborn Sausage on Wyoming Avenue in
Dearborn. She was not thrilled with the original route because of all
the construction, so I suggested the Michigan Avenue to Woodward
route, and she reluctantly agreed. Mental GPS is not a skill Janie
has—I inherited that skill from Dad.

W

e passed Michigan Central Train Station (the old Tiger
Stadium) and the Casino and then did the turnaround at
Campus Martius to go northward. There was no Hudson’s downtown
anchor store on Woodward. We shared memories and talked about
how so much more had changed.
How many times had Mama taken us to Hudson’s 12th floor to see the
fashion shows that incorporated fairy tales like Rapunzel or Hansel
and Gretel. The elevator ladies in
suits and white gloves would call
out the floors. As I got older,
Mama would let me go alone to
the mezzanine book department
while she shopped. We got $5
from our aunts at Christmas and
my money was used to buy each
book of Laura Ingalls Wilder’s
set. When the Christmas windows
were decorated, Dad would drive
slowly up and down Woodward to
let us see the animations.
Behind Hudson’s had been the
white Crowley’s structure. They
had a wooden escalator that
clacked as it moved. Across from Hudson’s was S.S. Kresge with its
swivel chairs at the food area. The popcorn smell wafting through the
building had people lining up for their containers. Farther north on
Woodward was Himelhoch’s, where ladies could get stylish upscale
dresses. Winkelman’s and Hughes and Hatchers’ stood proudly
nearby, waiting to clothe men and women from the various fashion
houses.

a log cabin. Mama collected S&H green stamps from the Food Fair
grocery store. She’d let us fill up the pages and then go to the
redemption store on the corner of Woodward and Glendale.
Before going over the Davidson Expressway bridge, you saw the
massive post office entrance with the stone figures. Right next to it
was the Sander’s store.
To a young person, it was an
elegant store. With three-storyhigh mosaic ceilings, it was
always cool inside, with glass
cases filled with caramel cakes
and decadent decorated cupcakes.
Only on special occasions did we
go to the back of the store to the
ice cream fountain area. Because kids couldn’t reach the counter, the
sales lady put your hot fudge sundae on a metal stepdown tray.
Friday nights, while Mama was finishing up her cleaning, Dad
would take us to the Grand Bible and Book store. The owner would
broadcast on WEXL 1340, but his “studio” was a homemade platform
looking out the front window onto Woodward. If I could cajole Dad,
he’d let me get a book and a 10-cent bookmark while Janie got
a game.
The Ford Highland Park Plant was down the block and across the
street from the multi-storied Sears and Roebuck store. One day
Mama even let me take the Woodward bus twice in one day to buy
the doll Midge, my Barbie’s best friend. When Janie saw my new
doll, she wanted one so back on the bus we went to the store to get
her one as well.
I remember Robert Hall’s where the boys all got their suits. Right
across the street were two theatres: the Six Mile where we went and
the Krim that showed racy XXX movies. Mama’s sister would take
us to the Six Mile to see the latest movies from Disney to “Stalag 17.”
On special Saturdays, we’d stop first at the popcorn lady’s shop, then
to the comic book store next door for the 12-cent Archie comic books.
What a joyful afternoon with a double feature, cartoons, and popcorn!

Grinnell’s music store was on the other side of the street
with its impressive floors of pianos and organs. Every
year they hosted the piano festival. There were grand
pianos for the teachers who participated, and there were
100 spinet pianos for the students who were going to
play. After 58 years I still have my music for “It’s a
Grand Old Flag”!
Once you passed the Fox Theatre and the Music Hall,
you couldn’t forget the Vernor’s plant. Mama would run
in for the Boston Coolers in
their cylinder holders while
Dad drove the ’53 Ford.
If the weather was nice,
Dad would take us down to Belle Isle, where we’d watch
the marble Dodge fountain change colors. If the Vernor’s
line was too long, Dad might stop at the little white
Good Humor truck on the island, and we’d get the
almond crunch or strawberry shortcake ice cream
on a stick. I can still taste these treats.

E

T

here wasn’t much between Six and Seven Mile Roads
except for the picturesque Palmer Park neighborhood.
We got to feed the ducks and check out the log cabin. But
the best memory of the park was riding in the little horsedrawn buggy through the woods. Another fond memory is
of the days Mama would pick us up at school and we’d
have a hot dog roast on Woodward Avenue picnic tables.
When you got to our street, Brentwood, everyone wanted
to go to the Sydney Boggs candy store and the Dutch Girl
Donut shop. The candy store had the most delicious
chocolate-covered pineapple pieces. On Halloween, both
shops gave out treats. However, if you went down a few
blocks on Seven Mile to Brown’s Creamery, they handed
out little cups of ice cream.

Old Grinnell Music Store

ntering Highland Park, one no longer sees the old Howard
Johnson’s orange roof, but the McGregor Public Library still
stands, although it no longer has visitors. Many a Saturday morning,
Dad would take us there so he could do his drafting “homework,”
and he’d let us go to the Children’s Room with a doll house and

So much is centered around Woodward. So many
memories from the river to Baseline, also known as Eight
Mile Road, the stopping point for Detroit. My journey
northward of memories and changes don’t stop there.
They’ll be for another reflection time.▼
Last fall, I joined OPC to learn Hand and Foot
Canasta and work on the Vintage Views. I'm back
after a 38-year hiatus from writing while I taught
high school and college English and history!
Instead of college newspapers, I now enjoy writing
about everyday thoughts and memories of days
gone by for the Vintage Views.
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(Part 4 continues in the Winter 2022 issue.)

By Inge Koseck
After riding in a cold, dark train car for two weeks, the guards pushed
us through deep snow to our new home, snow-covered earth barracks.

T

he camp was surrounded with barbed-wire fencing, and it had
four watch towers. It was a large camp. There were between
2,000 and 3,000 German prisoner of war soldiers. Our barracks were
secured with electrically charged barbed wire. They put a hundred of
us into one barrack. Two-tier cots made of three or four dirty boards
of wood, nothing else, no blanket, no straw, no windows, one bare
electric bulb in the middle of the barrack. The Russian guards
obviously were amused witnessing our hair being cut off and our
scalps being shaved. Lice and bed bugs were our daily and nightly
companions. We were issued felt boots, foot rags, quilted padded
jackets and pants, felt hats and gloves, and a quart size tin
can and a wooden spoon. After two years, my friend
Ursula proudly showed us a homemade sheet metal
spoon that she had acquired somehow.
The next day, a doctor decided our ability to go to work
by pinching our buttocks. He came around once or twice
a month to pinch us; sometimes some of us were not fit
to work, and they would be excused to recover. If there
was still some meat left on your bones, you went to
work. There was no water, no toothpaste, no toilet paper,
no clean underwear, no soap, no nail clippers, no mirror,
and no bathroom. We were hungry.

F

amine, dystrophy, diarrhea, fever, and typhoid had
taken their toll. On the train ride about 300 had died.
After the first year and a half only 200 of the 1200 from
the train had survived. They closed our women’s camp and transferred
us to another to fill their ranks of live inmates. Our daily routine was:
arising before six o’clock, two girls would go to the kitchen and come
back with a tub full of hot soup (water and some pieces of cabbage
and potato), millet mush, a little bread and a vitamin pill for each
woman. We would scoop the soup with our quart can and soften the
bread in it. We were still hungry.
At six o’clock we assembled outside, were counted and marched off
surrounded by guards, to the job sites. At noon we were counted and
given the same water soup with millet mush and bread (that’s what
we ate basically for four years). The Russian government had figured
out exactly how many calories a person required to stay barely alive
and be able to do some work. At eight o’clock at night we were
rounded up, counted, and marched back to the barracks for another
meal of water, millet mush and bread.
The wood stove in the barracks was apparently fired by the Russians
during the day, because it was warm when we got back. The lice
and bed bugs loved the warmth, and we spent our time before going
to sleep by killing as many as possible. We went to sleep, always
hungry. On one Sunday every month, only half of us had to go to
work while the others had to clean the barracks. We were given a little
dish of water, a candy-size piece of soap and a shard of glass to scrape
the wooden floor. Our latrine was a hole in the ground near the
barrack, with a beam straddling it to prop up against so you wouldn’t
fall in. My jobs over the years, seven days every week, were: herding
cattle, working at a farm in the fields hoeing weeds around rows of
cabbage or turnips and rutabagas, doing grunt work in a tank factory
(that was my main job for three years) cutting reeds for weaving mats
with a scythe while standing on swamp ice all day. My briefest job
was suffering in the infirmary as a “nurse” dispensing medication to

the dying on whose eyes and lips the flies were feasting while
balancing on a slimy floor. I lasted for three days; I couldn’t take
it any longer—throwing bodies on flatbed trucks almost daily to be
hauled away. In residential areas, before the great thaw, I chopped
frozen piles of feces and urine with a pick ax (during the winter the
Russians threw their wastes on a pile in back of their houses), loading
the chunks on trucks, accompanying them to a farm, and throwing
them into the fields as fertilizer. When we re-entered our barrack the
co-slaves would hold their noses and run. That stuff must have stunk
even when frozen.
When the temperature reached the minus 30 and minus 40 degree
range, we were given heavy jackets with the fur inside and coarse
skin outside, thick fur hats with facemasks, and tallow
to rub on the exposed areas of our faces. We worked
every day until sunset. And we were hungry. Dragging
our weak bodies to work, sometimes we were met by
oncoming bulks of Russian criminal prisoners who were
kept in line by armed guards and dogs. When the ground
was free of snow they would pick up rocks and stones
and pelt us. Sometimes we would meet a group of
German prisoner-of-war soldiers and if we had an extra
stolen head of cabbage we would throw it over for them.
We thought about nothing else but food.

W

e always mended and made sure that our pants
pockets had no big holes. A few girls had
“organized” short lengths of thin wire which we used
to darn the pockets with fibers from burlap bags. You
never knew when there might be a chance to steal something edible.
At the tomato harvest we were allowed to eat tomatoes in the field,
but we could not take any back with us. As always, we were hungry.
When we succeeded to steal a potato we would scrape the raw shreds
with a piece of glass into the thin water soup of our evening meal.
Once my friend Ursula and I had pocketed some potatoes. But it was
discovered and a guard had to march us to the stockade. The guard
walked in front of us and we inconspicuously tried to rid ourselves
of some potatoes, hoping that, if we only had one or two, it would
ameliorate our punishment. But the guard had noticed and he made
us pick up the discarded potatoes. Our punishment was to saw timber
all day with a five-foot-long cross-cut saw. Several times the guard
would relieve me and take over for me. Ursula was three years older
and a little stronger than I. Once I was put into solitary confinement,
a six foot deep hole in the ground with boards to cover it. I forget the
reason for this confinement, but I remember that it only lasted about
three hours. I guess they figured I had learned my lesson.
After I had been kidnapped, my poor mother had no idea of what the
Russians would do to and with me. My brother started looking for
me without any success. It had to be agonizing years for my mother
not to know what happened to her baby. After two years we were
allowed to send a post card home to tell our relative that we were
alive. But for almost another year they would not let us get any
response from home.▼
I lived in Rochester with my husband Hans.
After raising our family and caring for three
families of the next generation, I retired and in
2012 joined the Older Persons’ Commission.
The swimming pool invited me.
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Homeland Lost
By Adam Thiny
Somewhere within the Balkans where the mighty Danube veers
eastward, ultimately spilling its contents into the Black Sea, there
once flourished a village that no longer exists. For sure, the buildings
are still standing, but the ethnicity of the populace has changed, as
has its language, and the town’s name.
So, what came to pass in this farming village and many others like it?
What caused an energetic civilization to be eradicated from this earth,
with its remaining survivors now scattered across the globe? Well,
there was the beginning!

D

uring the 1700s enterprising citizens from the southwest region
of the German Empire abandoned the sanctuary of their
homeland and migrated to Southeast
Europe. They had been challenged
by Empress Maria Theresia, ruler
of the Austrian-Hungary Empire,
to establish German colonies in the
Balkan wastelands. They grubbed
the land, trenched canals, and
drained the swamps. They built
communities and raised families.
They plowed and planted wheat,
corn, and potatoes. Their harvest
of plenty fed a nation.

would resume, although it would be in another country. Prior to
the war, we had been good neighbors to the newcomers, sharing
many harmonious years. Now they treated us unkindly, brutally
at times. Wives became widows. Many of our town’s men were
eliminated, both singularly and in masses. We no longer had rights.
They were the victors. We, the vanquished!

F

or all the people of our town, April 18, 1945, marked the end
of a 148-year era begun by our industrious ancestors. Not being
of the same ethnicity as the new regime, we had to be purged. First,
they revoked our citizenship. Next, gun toting soldiers charged into
our compound and evicted us from our homestead. No compensation:
we left with nothing!
Families were torn apart. The young,
sick, and very old were confined
in one section of our town. Käthe
(age 9) and I shared a house with
maybe fifty other children. Many
of the able-bodied persons were
transported to slave labor camps
within the Balkans. Some wound
up in Russia. Others, including my
mother and grandparents, were
forced to work on their farms until
the new owners arrived.

Established in 1797, my village of
Early afternoon on September 27,
birth represented one of those
1945, the sentries removed us from
communities. In 1944, the town’s
our guarded quarters and herded us
population of around 3,000 occupied
to the center of town. Huddling near
680 homes. My family’s homestead “What once was...no longer is!” My father is on far left.
our closed school building and
consisted of two one-story houses
Roman
Catholic
Church,
we
waited
for what was yet to come. “What
facing each other across an open courtyard. Horse and cow stables
will
happen
to
us?”
some
fearfully
pondered.
“Where are they taking
abutted the dwellings. Two barns housed pigs, chickens, sheep, and
us?
Will
we
ever
return
home
again?”
Their
homeland
was lost, their
doves and also provided storage for harvested crops and animal
departure…eternal.
fodder. A vegetable garden anchored the rear of the compound. The
main fields for raising crops were located outside of town, as was our
As the afternoon’s sunrays melted into the western horizon, my sister
fruit orchard. We relied on horses for transportation and working the
and I boarded one of many horse drawn farm wagons lining the street.
fields. During my time we had electricity but lacked indoor plumbing.
My mother drove the wagon that Käthe and I occupied, although
she would not be permitted to accompany us to our yet unknown
Besides me, our household consisted of my mother and father, my
destination. To add to the sadness, she lost her wedding ring while
father’s parents and his brother, and my sister Käthe. To assist us
driving. As we separated, Käthe heard our mother’s sobbing voice,
during the planting and harvesting seasons we employed workers
“Today I lost my wedding ring and my children.” For the next 20
from surrounding villages. The land provided most of our needs.
months we would not know what became of her.
We lacked for nothing. Times were good in our village. We lived
a fulfilling life. Until…!
Nearing the outskirts of our village, simultaneously a convoy of horse
pulled wagons bearing men, women, and children approached our
ar had devastated
village. In passing, only muted stares from both sides acknowledged
the continent,
each other’s presence. They would now move into our homes, take
including our area in the
possession of all our property, and begin living out their own new
Balkans. Since our town’s
lives in what was once our treasured home in the Balkans.
entire population consisted
of ethnic Germans, our
A two-hour journey brought us to a neighboring town with a railroad
men were inducted
station. There we were crammed into metal encased freight cars, and
into the German army,
like a herd of cattle we were shipped to a place where starvation,
including my father and my uncle. My father I would never see again.
sickness, and death would run amok, a place I would remember as
the “Camp of the Vanquished.”▼
On Sunday, October 1, 1944, the Red Army laid siege to our village.
At five months past my sixth birthday, I witnessed the soldiers
barging into our courtyard. They raided our food cellar and then
swapped their worn-out horses for our well-fed steeds. Day and
I’ve been a member of Vintage Views since
2003. I write, proof, and do computer
night they searched the town’s premises, looking for German soldiers.
layouts. Primarily my articles relate to my
When found, the end came fast. The Red Army took no prisoners.

W

In the wake of the Red Army’s departure, the future rulers of the
realm began to trickle into our town. They took over city hall and
shuttered our schools. Three years would elapse before our education

early past, cowboy movies, or western
novels.
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Jeanne Phillips Retires from the
Oakland Township Historical Society Board of Directors
By Bill Kroger

J

eanne Phillips was a member of the Oakland
Township Historical Society from its earliest days
in 1974. She was a member of its Board of Directors
in 1979 when it filed incorporation papers with the
State of Michigan. Jeanne intends to continue to
be an active member of the Society, but at age 91
she has decided it’s time for someone else to serve
on the Board.
Jeanne Alice Hoffman was born at home in
September 1931. Her mother passed away
when she was two, and she and her older sister
went to live with a grandmother in Petersburg,
Michigan. After her father remarried two years
later, the girls moved to Hazel Park, Michigan,
where they went to school and graduated in the
late 1940s.
Arthur Phillips was a football standout at Hazel Park high school and
a very good friend of Jeanne Hoffman. In 1951 they were married
and began a long and exciting life together. They lived in Hazel Park,
Ferndale, and Detroit in their early years. Jeanne worked at various
places, including a jewelry store and a five-and-dime. She went to
work for S.S. Kresge Company at their main office building in
midtown Detroit. Among several jobs she had in her eight years at
Kresge, her favorite was in the mail room where she had a daily mail
delivery route that enabled her to meet and greet many people every
day. Then and now, Jeanne loves to meet and greet friends—old
friends and new friends. Jeanne is an expert at making you glad you
meet her every time you see her.
In 1959, Jeanne and Art were joined by son David who came very
early and weighed in at 2 lb, 12 oz. In 1961, the family of three
moved to Europe and lived in Italy and Turkey for a year and a half.
The young family traveled when Arthur’s job permitted and saw
much of western Europe. During this time, the Cuban missile crisis
caused activity in Arthur’s job dealing with missile batteries.
Following the return to the USA, Jeanne gave birth to Amy in 1965,
and the family lived in a suburb of New Orleans where Art worked
for NASA. Another job transfer brought them back to the Detroit
area. They rented for a while and then bought property on Sheldon
Road in Oakland Township, where they moved into their newly built
home in 1968.

Jeanne was busy with her two young children, her
new home, and new friends and neighbors. However,
she continued to work as opportunities presented
themselves—one job was collecting outdated cheese
at food markets. Jeanne was to dispose of the cheese.
However, she always seemed to have cheese in her
trunk, and with strategic trimming, it tasted just fine.
So not all of it got disposed of as her employer wished.
In 1978 Jeanne, Joan Fogler, and Gail Palmer
were asked by Reuther Middle School Principal
Gary Doyle to bring order to the lunchroom at
the school. They enjoyed volunteering as
lunchroom mothers, and the students were
impressed when Joan arrived on her motorcycle.
Eventually, Jeanne was hired as the secretary at the school and
followed Principal Doyle to Rochester High and then to Bloomfield
Hills school administration. She retired after a long career as a
Michigan school employee.

F

rom the Spring of 1974 until January 2022, Jeanne was a member
of the Board of Directors of the Oakland Township Historical
Society. She actively participated in all of the Society’s activities,
such as the Goodison and Reuther exhibits at the Paint Creek Cider
Mill, the Antique Appraisal Days, the Barn Survey, and Heritage
Days. At one of the early Heritage Day festivals, Jeanne took several
extra plants from her yard to the Society’s display at the festival.
Someone bought the plants, and since that event, Jeanne has
overseen a perennial plant sale each year at the Society’s Heritage
Days festival. This sale became the largest fundraiser for the
Oakland Township Historical Society.
Jeanne has been a longtime participant in exercise activities at the
OPC. She says she intends to continue using this great facility and
its helpful employees and volunteers. We will miss her at our Board
meetings and are thankful for her efforts to make the Society a vital
part of our Township.▼
In 2003, after retiring, I began life as a full-time helper
at home, traveler, grandparent, and community volunteer.
After my wife’s and my OPC adventure in Peru, the then
co-editor of Vintage Views, Gerry Coon, asked my wife
to submit an article about the trip. Jean suggested I write
the article and ten years later I’m still writing, along with
proofreading.
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The Rochester Community has its Roots in Farming
By Patrick McKay, Museum Manager
From the Rochester Hills Museum archives
Like most communities, farming was part of everyone’s life in early Rochester
– from raising chickens and cows in city lots to large-scale farming operations.
The Rochester community was mainly agrarian until 1920. It supported five
major farming operations:
Ferry-Morse Seed Company was bordered by the roads Auburn, Rochester,
Hamlin, and John R, which included
568 acres for plant breeding of
vegetables and flowers to improve
the varieties. Ferry Morse built
cottages and a boarding house for
employees who worked for the
company.
Parkedale Biological Farm covered 640 acres and employed up to 80
workers. The farm-raised general
farm crops, medicinal plants,
antitoxins, and vaccines that
supported animals such as horses,
cattle, guinea pigs, rabbits, poultry,
and monkeys were used for testing.
One of the barns was donated to
the OPC.
Meadow Brook Farms was owned by Mr. and Mrs. Alfred and Matilda
Wilson and covered 320 acres. The
farm supported a herd of 40 Guernsey
cows, 600 feeder cattle, 40 Belgian
horses, 250 purebred Hereford cattle,
1,000 chickens, 500 turkeys, and
many Hampshire Hogs. Today the
farm is part of Oakland University
complex.
Great Oaks Stock Farm raised both beef and dairy cattle. Over 150 acres of
corn, hay, and oats were planted to
support the farming operation of 200
Aberdeen Angus cattle and 100
Guernsey dairy cows. The farm was
sold to developers for housing and a
9-hole golf course. The clubhouse for
the new country club was the original
McGregor home. The farm now
Great Oaks Country Club, is off of
University Road.
The Van Hoosen Dairy Farm covered 300 acres and was home to five
generations of the Taylor and Van
Hoosen families. Dr. Sarah Van
Hoosen Jones, the fifth generation,
earned a doctorate in animal genetics
from the University of Wisconsin.
The farm exported bulls to Argentina,
Venezuela, and Costa Rica. The farm
specialized in producing certified
vitamin D Milk, grade A plus. Her
dairy barns and milk house were
models of cleanliness, and her cattle produced a large quantity of milk with a
high butterfat content. The Van Hoosen Farm serves today as the Rochester
Hills Museum at Van Hoosen Farm.▼

Love History? Visit the Rochester Hills Museum
at Van Hoosen Farm
Drop-In Hours and Tours
Fridays and Saturdays
12-3:00 p.m.,
Guided tour 1:00 p.m.
Free for Members
$5/Adult

$3/Seniors/students

No registration required
The Rochester Hills Museum at
Van Hoosen Farm is open for
drop-in hours on Fridays and
Saturdays from 12-3:00 p.m., with
a Guided Tour of the Van Hoosen
Farmhouse at 1:00 p.m. Included with your admission is a selfpaced, interactive look at our community’s local history. Meet
the Taylor-Van Hoosen families, and check out Mastodon bones,
local history exhibits, and local videos. The guided tour of the
Van Hoosen Farmhouse departs from the Dairy Barn at
1:00 p.m., and you may take a self-guided tour of the Bull Barn,
Milk House, Equipment Barn, and Children’s Garden, as well as
the nearby Stoney Creek Cemetery and our 16 acres of grounds.
Come and share your afternoon with us at our site—listed on
the National Register of Historic Places!
Check out the Rochester Hills Museum website at
www.rochesterhills.org/musprograms to register for our
programs!
Rochester Area Bike tour – August 25 and September 17
Mt. Avon Cemetery tour – August 30
Downtown Rochester Walk from the Farmers Market –
September 3
Rochester Grangers Vintage Base Ball Matches Free
Admission! – Saturday, September 17, 1:00 p.m. vs.
Royal Oak Wahoos. The Rochester Grangers existed as
a baseball club as early as 1871 in Rochester. Vintage base
ball is played, representing a time when gentlemen played
for leisure and not for competition. You will not
see spitting, sliding, or wagering at these matches!
Home matches are played at the Museum; guests
should bring their own chairs or blankets, cool drinks,
and sun protection.
Stone Wall Pumpkin Festival – Saturday, October 8,
with activities from 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. and pumpkin
lighting from 7-9:00 p.m.▼
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Dedications to Everyday Heroes
By Michael Flannery
I feel it is appropriate to share the background of two songs written
by country music star Eric Church and to resurrect my poem The
Strip to honor all those affected five years ago and since by the
tragedy of the Las Vegas shootings.
On the evening of October 1, 2017, we witnessed the deadliest mass
murder in U.S. history with 58 concert goers killed and 411 wounded
at the Route 91 Harvest Music Festival held on the Las Vegas Strip.
After that, I was compelled to write the poem The Strip (on October
6, 2017) that not only mentions that horrific incident but more
importantly honors the resiliency of those brave heroes who helped
save and console those in attendance at the concert.

E

ric Church, country music star, wrote two songs that he played at
a concert at the Grand Ole Opry in October 2017. The first song
he sang, “Standing Their Ground,” is about those everyday heroes
such as our police officers, firefighters, ambulance drivers, doctors,
nurses, and ordinary people whose own courage allowed them to
jump into action and not run the other way when adversity such as
this shooting occurred. The song lyrics begin and end:
I like to think that I have strong enough conviction to give my life
for something that I believe, but the truth is that I've never been
put in that position where I'd have to die to keep someone else
free. But there are those that do it every day and there are those
that will tomorrow.
So tonight I pray, as I lay my worries down, Lord watch over
those, still standing their ground. …These songs I wrote is the
best way I know how of standing up for those still standing
their ground.

Photo Credit: YouTube

Eric Church was not planning
on singing at the Opry as
he was very upset over the
shootings. He had just held
his own concert at the Route
91 music festival a couple of
days before the occurrence.
However, a friend sent him
a tape from a news channel
interview with the wife of a man
who was killed at the concert.
The reason the couple was in
Las Vegas was to initially attend
Eric Church’s concert because
her husband was such a fan.
Church then wrote the song “Why Not Me.” The song is about why
some people survive incidents like this and others don’t, begging the
question why you and not me?
Below are links to both videos of these songs. As we watch and
listen to these videos and read The Strip, we remember those who
lost their lives and those who were injured, and we honor those that
stood their ground on October 1, 2017.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG08HAT3g_4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OhHCb-_OPUY

The Strip

Michael Flannery

Vegas Strip will never be the same
Due to the shooter considered insane
Took away so many lives that mattered
Left our hopes and dreams shattered
A madman at work for twenty minutes
Leaving those bullet holes and loss of innocents
What do we make of such heinous acts
Hopefully will eventually find out facts
Reactions to murderous actions gave glimpse who we are
Heroes with kindness can see close up and from afar
So many jumped into action
Without hesitation with knee jerk reaction
Many extraordinary acts of heroism to be sure
Guarantees those who remain still have a future
We will rise from the ashes of that dark night
Will move forward with steadfastness and might
For all those whose lives will forever be changed
Provide with faith and hope strength can be regained
Let us never forget those no longer here
Keeping their memories in our hearts so dear
Tragedy such as this brings out our very best
Love to pour out sorrows and power to eventually reset
October 6, 2017
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New Local History Book Section Coming to the OPC
Rochester Era
The Rochester Era was established May
22, 1873 by T. B. Fox, who conducted it
until his death in 1893, and its editor and
proprietor has since been his sn W. A.
Fox. It is a weekly and independent.
By Karen M. Lemon
Good News! You now have the
opportunity to share and explore
local history books and articles
at the OPC. I have been
collecting books about
Rochester, often picking them
up at estate and garage sales,
and wanted to share these books
with OPC members interested in
learning more about our local
communities. A section of the
OPC library was offered and
will now be dedicated to books
and articles about our local
history. If you are interested in
donating to our local history
section, please submit your
contribution directly to me:
OPC Vintage Views Editor
Karen Lemon. We will be
collecting one-of-a-kind books
that will remain in the building,
and duplicates that can be lent
out on an honor system.

To accompany our new local
history collection, Vintage
Views is launching a new
column featuring letters, stories,
recollections, and pictures of
Rochester, Rochester Hills,
and Oakland Township. We
would like to hear from you!
Contact us at 248-608-0263 for
more information, or email
your piece of history to
v@opcseniorcenter.org. You
can also look forward to more
articles from Pat McKay,
Manager of the Rochester Hills
Museum at Van Hoosen Farm,
as well as offerings from The
Rochester Avon Historical
Society and the Oakland
Township Historical Society.▼

The next Rochester paper was the Star,
which began to shine May 19, 1876, under
the manipulation of Van Berger & Macoy.
It has been “back number” these many
years.
The Clarion (weekly), the second existing
newspaper to publish the good points of
the locality and the county, issued its first
number of August 19, 1898. Charles S.
Seed is its present editor and proprietor.
The Clarion is also independent.

Article from The History of Oakland County
Michigan by Thaddeus D. Seeley, page #412
Brought to you by the Rochester-Avon
Historical Society.

Heritage Garden —Heritage Lake Park
Jean Waid

Fish swim in the 2 1/2 acre spring fed pond
There is a bench on the wood dock we can sit on
The walk around the lake is always a delight
Ducks and Canadian Geese are always in sight
Young children can be seen happily at play
What luck the sun is smiling on us today
A sweet fairy garden is lovingly in place
By someone’s kindly sharing with the human race
A variety of birds are chirping everywhere
Visitors are walking their handsome dogs over there
How peaceful and serene the atmosphere
Young children with parents are happy here
People are enjoying their picnic food
Fresh air makes everything taste super good
Squirrels and red wing black birds are seen
A fountain sprays high and foliage is green
There exists a slight and welcoming breeze
A rare scarlet tanager flies among trees!

Heritage Lake Park, Shelby Township
52700 Van Dyke and 24 Mile
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A Cat-Mom’s First Trip to the Vet
By Carmela Tringali

M

eshu, a gray, white and black medium hair cat was adopted
from the Humane Society. About six months later, she stopped
eating and drinking. Being a first time “cat mom,” I called the vet
immediately and set up an appointment.
Scene 1—The carrier
The appointment was set but I had no idea how I was going to get her
into the cat carrier. I had no Plan A or Plan B, and at that time asking
her to go into the carrier was not going to work. I decided not to
“wing it” on my own so I got on the computer and searched several
sites for video strategies.
I decided on the Blind Superman Strategy. I coaxed her to her treat
bowl first, and then covered her eyes as I grabbed her with a towel
under her front paws. It did take two attempts and a few scratches on
me, but got her in. I hope her memory is selective, and she forgets
I did this.
Scene 2—The lobby
Once in the lobby of the vet office Meshu was actually very quiet.
With all the barking dogs, I think she knew no one was going to hear
her. As instructed, we took a seat to wait patiently to be called and
glanced around the room at the other dogs and cats. This scene was
new to both of us.
Scene 3—The examining room
Now to the examining room! I had nightmares about this the night
before with Meshu running everywhere in this huge room and I am
running after her. But the reality was that the room was much smaller

than in my nightmare and
Meshu refused to come out of
the carrier. An assistant came in
and helped me unlatch the top
of the carrier to get her out.
Geez! They really need to have
an instruction booklet for these
carriers. I could have done this
at home had I known.
Once out, I discovered to my
surprise that Meshu was all wet.
Do cats actually sweat? I do
remember seeing a Garfield
comic strip where Garfield was wearing a sweatband and sweating,
but I don't think cats really do that. Well, it wasn’t sweat. Apparently,
Meshu did drink some water that morning.
Scene 4—Still in the examining room
The assistant took her to the scale to be weighted. She sat very
still and somewhat proud that she weighted in at 10.5 pounds.
Wet of course!
Now back to examining table. But not after she had a couple of
sniffs of the bottles that were by the scale. A sudden knock on the
door and all sniffing stopped, and we both turned and stared at the
figure at the door.
Scene 5—The Doctor is in
It was Dr. Sharon, a very petite woman with long, sandy blond
hair in a pony tail and a very soft spoken voice. After exchanging
pleasantries with both of us, she said she needed to take Meshu
to the back room for blood work and I was to remain in the lobby.
Yikes! She said don’t worry, I’ll grab a towel. I was impressed that
she was well aware of the “blind superman strategy.” Away Meshu
went under the towel. All I could see were her ears popping through
the side of the towel.
Scene 7—The lobby, again
The wait in the lobby seemed like hours and my imagination was
getting the best of me. Is Meshu behaving? Was there something
they found in blood work? Would Dr. Sharon come out with scratches
on her? Did they lose Meshu in the mysterious back room? I was
beside myself with worry.
Scene 8—The examining room, again
Finally the wait was over. Neither one came out with scratches on
them. The blood work was normal. Whew! What a relief! After
asking me a few more questions, Dr. Sharon determined that Meshu
was stressed due to a routine change. Was she talking about me
or my cat? Apparently, not eating was Meshu’s way of getting my
attention. Well, that certainly worked!
Scene 9—A cat-mom’s lesson
After a few days back home, Meshu was back to her routine and
eating habits. She taught me a valuable lesson that I had read a
while ago but didn’t believe until I became a cat-mom. “The
cat’s in charge. We just live here.”▼
I am a retired teacher and still feeling like
a new “cat mom.” Meshu continues to teach
me new things such as how amazing a good
stretch can feel and how to get someone’s
attention at 4:00 a.m. No alarm needed.
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The Square Head and the Cubic Foot
By Hans Koseck
The square head may not know it and may not like it: It
A cubic foot is such a useless complicated contraption:
is a -moron, an oxymoron.
It consists of one big volume, three identical twelve
inches long factors, six square sides as surface, eight
A square is typically two-dimensional. Even a thin
sharp corners, twelve straight edges, and
square piece of paper or a square floor tile with a
“onethousandsevenhundredtwenty-eight” little cubes.
minimal thickness or a square of shingles is not
considered to be three-dimensional. A square foot can
A geoid-shaped vessel would be more practical, but
be drawn on a sheet a little larger than an 8½ x 11. But
the sphere would be the ideal container for something.
any head, no matter how small, consists of volume that
For the same volume, it would have less surface and
is expressed in cubic dimension, and even the back side
less weight and, consequently, would be cheaper.
Besides the already known pie, it would need only one
of a roll of wallpaper would not be capable to draw
Drawing by Hans Koseck
other factor: r. The sphere also has only one surface.
a cubic foot on it.
hile square feet and square things are all around us and are
he concept of cubic foot is now corrupted to describe various
easily visible and tangible, a cubic foot of anything has never
irregular sizes and volumes. Try to fit all those advertised cubic
feet into the passenger compartment of a car or all those guaranteed
been seen. It does not appear in nature. Although the cosmos is rather
perfect, an exact cubic foot has never been found, and nobody has
ones around the shelves in a refrigerator. The biggest offender and liar
ever manufactured one.
is the volatile gas distributor claiming to deliver and sell cubic feet of
gas. A cubic foot of gas cannot exist in the open because it would
It can be done, however, but there is no reason to build one. What
evaporate or explode immediately. It has to be hermetically contained,
would one do with a cubic foot? If a sheet of ice were 12 inches thick,
and it’s not feasible to confine it to a right-angled bottle. Gas is not
a block the size of a cubic foot could be made out of it. But, most
harvested in the shape of a cubic foot, and it is not transported in
likely, that has never been done. I could cut a block of wood the
cubic-foot-size containers. They push it through circular tubes, and
shape of a cubic foot out of a tree with a minimum diameter of
they should charge us by weight or the number of consumed rotten
17 inches within the bark. I see no reason to do it. It might become
eggs which stands in a known relationship to the amount of gas being
a conversation piece, but, most likely, nobody cares. Besides, wood
treated.▼
may shrink or, when moist, it may swell and distort the exact size
If I could afford to buy 1245 pounds of Platiniridium and pay for the
We writers invent and compose. I dream, I think,
I originate, I weigh, I splash in the stream of
labor to have it cast and machined to 12” x 12” x 12” measurements,
consciousness, I research, I prove, I create.
we would have the perfect official norm-cubic-foot. It would be
Sometimes I try to be funny. times I share true
twice as heavy as lead and could be deposited in Breteuil, France,
experiences. Be my readers!
for safekeeping and referencing right next to the 3.281 foot long
Meter staff.

W
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Thirteen Moons by Charles Frazier
Reviewed by Karen M. Lemon

Thirteen Moons is historical fiction loosely based on a Confederate
Army officer in the mid-1800s. The story presents early American
frontier history, particularly focusing on the
resettlement of many native tribes to the west.
Charles Frazier, the author, is known for his first
book, Cold Mountain, in which his prose and
research brought to life the end of civil war.

I

n Thirteen Moons, Frazier writes about the
long life of Will Cooper. The book is written
in reverse chronological order, using Will's
memories to tell of the many adventures and
experiences of the century-old white man who
identified as Cherokee. It is essentially his
autobiography.
Orphaned at twelve, he is given a horse, a key, and a map and
sold off by his uncle to a merchant to run a trading post in the
uncharted parts of the west. Cooper thrived at the trading post.
He was resourceful, resilient, and a ravenous reader, teaching
himself the law to become a lawyer.

BOOKClub

Having developed a close relationship with the Cherokee tribe he
lived near, he finds a father in Bear, the chief of the tribe who adopts
him. Both he and the tribe embrace each other as family. These
relationships determine Will’s character. And there is Claire who
will always be in his heart.
Since Will assisted with the legal property issues of the tribe, they
chose Will to travel by train to the dirt roads and new construction
of the new capital city in Washington, Virginia. As a successful
lawyer, businessman, and property owner, he traveled to the capital
to represent and protect his Cherokee family from the Trail of Tears
and President Andrew Jackson's Indian Removal Act. It was to
no avail.
The history researched and described in Thirteen Moons reveals
a whole new understanding of how the country took what was not
theirs and forced the native people onto inferior lands. For a wellresearched narrative of the early frontier history, Thirteen Moons
provides a new perspective.
The book is filled with humor, searching, and adventure over the
many moons of a man’s life.▼

NEW TECHNOLOGY CLASSES
“I’ve learned more in the last few hours than I ever have
about how to use my iPad” —Karen, OPC member

Are you looking for a fun way to enjoy books and meet new people?
Join a book club!

W

hether you want to connect over lunch, explore historical
fiction, cozy up with a mystery, learn something new, become
more mindful, or find support, there’s a club out there for you.
The OPC member’s Book Club meets here on the last Tuesday of
each month at 2:30 p.m. in front of our library fireplace. Come join
us for the discussion along with a themed treat and refreshment. The
book selections are announced in the monthly newsletter, and
suggestions are welcome.
• September

Book Choice:
The Christie Affair
by Nina de Gramont

• October

Book Choice:
Annie’s Ghosts: A Journey into
a Family Secret
by Steve Luxenberg

We invite you to read the selections
along with the Book Club even if
you cannot attend the meetings. If
you would like to write a book
review, contact the Vintage Views
editors at v@opcseniorcenter.org.▼

Check out the OPC monthly newsletter for Help Desk hours covering
Apple devices, smart phones, and tablets.

J

oin us for three-day workshops led by volunteers interested in
sharing their tech savviness with others. These classes are designed
to help seniors 50+ feel more confident while exploring new shopping
methods, communicating, writing, bookkeeping, and more!
Keep your mind active and learn
something new! Just a few of the
classes coming to the OPC are the
basics of using a computer, how to
use Google applications, create and
use a secure email, how to safely
shop online, Microsoft Word, Excel,
and PowerPoint. See you there!
Are you tech savvy? Do all your
friends call you for computer advice?
Have you ever considered sharing
your skills? We are looking for
volunteer technology instructors and
one-on-one help. Call Enrichment
Manager Marianne McCauley at
248-608-0263 to talk about your
skills and availability. Make a
difference in the lives of others.▼
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The Early Years

WHAT DOES A BAT SAY?

Bikes that had no gears
We traveled streets without any fears.

Two uninvited small bats were
flying inside our house one night.
One made a 30" shadow on
the wall giving me a fright.
Son Greg caught them individually
in a large storage bin
And whisked them outside before
they realized what was happening.

Michael Flannery

P
o
e
t
r
y

Monopoly with neighborhood friends
Other board games we never wanted to end.
Curb ball at the end of the block
Wishing the game would never stop.
Picking up sides for a baseball game
Best friend and brother were on your team.
Golf lessons at the neighborhood links
Paying afterwards to play for fifty cents.
Collecting marbles and bottle caps
A long-lost hobby perhaps.
Tiger’s baseball games in the upper deck
Hot dogs, peanuts, and cracker jacks.
Wait for September announcement of new car models
Hoping our dad would purchase one favorable.
Grade school football and basketball teams
Hoping for that trophy is more than it seems.
School lunch money saved to buy sports trading cards
On the way home the purchase wasn’t hard.

C
o
l
l
e
c
t
I
o
n

October when the teacher brought in her radio
So we could listen to the World Series when able.
Rock and roll on the transistor radio.
Watching Lions game broadcast from Toledo.
The wait for weather to get below freezing
Flooded park area appropriate for skating.
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Jean Waid

Two small wild birds had entered in our estate
A policeman wisely suggested we close the drape
And leave a door wall open for their escape.
We were dining in our RV
in Yellowstone on a sunny day.
The fluttering sound we heard
was a western jay flying in our way.
Why he chose us that day remains a mystery
Perhaps it was to sate his curiosity.
He blended in perfectly on blue upholstery
He apparently was not impressed with our menu selection
And flew back outside and out of sight after his inspection.
Our adorable parakeets were too cute
perching on our finger top
But flying about the house and
chewing drapery hems was not!
A senior member of our family tree
Never set her terror of birds free
While visiting an Uncle's farm
She had good cause for her alarm
She was only four, with other girls
When a rooster's claws caught in her curls.

The early years were most enjoyable.
All about family and friends so very loyal.

Rolling Thunder
Michael Flannery

Holding Hands
Michael Flannery

When we were very young and began to date
We made a vow that we would continue to perpetuate
That was to hold hands whenever we walked together
Sharing the feeling of love that we had for each other
After being wed we kept up this practice
Then work, school, and raising children changed this
When in a store, I would sometimes walk ahead
Forgetting the vow that long ago we had made
Sometimes holding hands has become a necessity
Propping each other up due to health and knee surgery
After so many years of marriage
Holding hands feeling still is one of love and courage
Whether it be with a spouse, partner or friend
Holding hands is special...
a never ending enormous dividend

Sitting on the back porch
Seeing a storm approach
The blue summer sky turned a murky green
lighting could be seen above the tree line and in between
The birds took cover in the pine trees
That sheltered from the strong breeze
The rain came down from left to right
Without much strength and might
It was simply a gentle downpour
With Rolling Thunder for half an hour
Not loud before and after lightning that lights up the sky
But the gentler cloud to air lighting easier on the eye
Don’t often hear rolling thunder of less velocity
ours is usually of the stronger variety
The phrase Rolling Thunder has other connotations
Bob Dylan’s 1975 tour of distinction
Rolling Thunder motorcycle event each Memorial Day
In tribute to our veterans and bring justice for
our POWs and those MIA
Still sitting on the porch in a meteorological event of rolling thunder
Listening to those rumbling sounds that give me wonder
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Gray Hair Can Get You Almost Anywhere
By Nancy Knitter
Do you remember the dreaded first wisps of white or gray hair you
saw in the mirror? Oh no, does that mean we are getting on in age?
At first, the strands could be easily plucked out and forgotten, hmmm.
Do more really grow back in its place?

A

las, Mother Nature has a real sense of humor. I experienced
her levity in my middle thirties. I should have known since
I couldn’t remember my mom, who had me at 33, with any other
color of hair but a mixture of gray and, finally, totally white. At
least the white hair gene is more an explanation than raising me!
Did you know your hair loses its pigment over time as hair follicles
produce fewer and fewer melanocytes, becoming white, silver, or
gray as you age? Can you remember the tricks you tried to hide
these little rascals as they started to multiply? You may have
included a change of hairstyle to tuck the tell-tale tresses under the
natural ones.
Since my natural color was an ash blond (many called it dishwater
blond—ugh!), I discovered the cap with tiny holes through which
the hairstylist pulled hair with a crochet hook. We called it streaking,
and now I believe it is called highlighting. Hair bleach covered the
cap and changed the hair to a light blond. The result produced the
look of attractive streaks in the hair and camouflaged the gray. This
process lasted about ten years until the gray hair outnumbered the
natural shade. I decided to go au natural—and it was off with that
cap! I didn’t want to deal with constant touch-ups and dyes; plus,
colors at that time were not as natural looking as they are now. It
was fun when I would get a chuckle from little ones in the store
who pointed at me and would say, “there’s a grandma,” when I
didn’t have any of my own yet.
My hair became whiter with every passing year. I didn’t mind since
I received compliments on the color and was asked what I used on

my hair. I have lots of company in
the white hair population. I see them
frequently in many places. I have
started to notice female and male
celebrities who have gone natural.
White hair does have its advantages.
I have experienced many respectful
gestures by some thoughtful people.
Doors are held open; drivers wave
me into traffic. If there is a long line
at the post office, I am often offered
a closer spot in the line. One time at
a local drugstore, a young man
insisted on paying my bill at the checkout and two other ladies with
white hair. When we asked him why he said we reminded him of his
grandmother, and he wanted to do something special in her honor.
I love that boy and his parents who raised such a caring person.

H

air changing to gray and white can be caused by genetics, diet,
smoking, alcohol, or stress. My family’s white hair genes have
been passed through generations. My oldest son, who is as white as
I am, started graying early. I think he looks quite handsome. I hope
he will realize later that white hair can pleasantly get you almost
anywhere and can bring respect.▼
I started writing for the Vintage Views thirteen years ago.
I love to tell stories with a humorous twist or those that
touch the heart. I look at everyday life experiences from
a slightly different view and share them with the reader.
My husband, who was a writer, encouraged me to give it
a try and here I am—still enjoying the creative experience.
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The Demise of Cursive
By Alyson Denyer
“School days, school days,
Dear old Golden Rule days
‘Reading and ‘riting and ‘rithmetic
Taught to the tune of the hick’ry stick
You were my queen in calico
I was your bashful, barefoot beau
And you wrote on my slate, “I Love You, Joe”
When we were a couple o’ kids.
Remember that little tune? It was written in 1907 by Will D. Cobb
and Gus Edwards and was the subject of a couple reminiscing
about their childhood together in grammar school. Students don't
use slates anymore; calico hasn’t made a comeback, but wait! I
heard tell that ‘riting, which we know today as cursive, is on its
way out as well.

A

fter more than 400 years, it is approaching extinction. The
Common Core Curriculum standards, developed in 2010 by
the U.S. Department of Education, have deemed that classroom
time spent practicing cursive could be focused on other efforts.
We can thank technology for that decision: emails and texting
override the “speed” once used in defense of cursive writing vs.
printing. Years ago, connecting letters continuously into words
was declared the better, faster option.
As civilization progressed, handwriting was a specialized
proficiency used for certain occupations such as clergy, doctors,
lawyers, and even merchants. Royalty and gentry were privy to
knowing how to write; common people could seldom read, let
alone write. That changed after the American colonies achieved
independence from Great Britain. Inflexible social structures were
discarded, and literacy was promoted, beginning with reading
Scripture. Once established, grammar schools taught reading and
writing separately; reading came first, of course. Sadly, poor
whites, Native Americans, African Americans, and often women
were frequently excluded by “aristocrats” who sensed a threat to
their positions. In addition, true “penmanship” was taught by
writing masters, which was a misnomer. They were considered
laborers because they worked with their hands.

L

et’s jump to the 1800s, when handwriting reached its pinnacle
with the advent of Platt R. Spencer’s “Spencerian Script.” His
system became the business standard for workplaces, countinghouses, and schools. Proper writing posture was only one of the
rules in his book, which promoted beautiful handwriting worthy
of admiration. Alas, his efforts were short-lived after the
typewriter was introduced in 1874, and its usage increased in the
mid-1880s. Now business transactions could be documented
quickly to meet the needs of office work expansion. Following
that, the Great Depression of the 1930s virtually eliminated
penmanship specialists as an unnecessary expense. They became
calligraphers and were replaced with workbooks that taught a
more simplified writing style. Who of us can forget practicing
lines, ovals, loops, and curlicues on the dotted lines of those
elementary school workbooks!
A much smaller percentage of primary schools now teach cursive.
“Keyboarding” has taken precedence, taught so students can
become proficient on a computer. This begs a question or two:
Will signatures no longer be a means of personal
identification? Will young people be able to read
historical documents or even family records?
These are points to ponder. Perhaps we should stage a protest!
Perhaps not. Perhaps we will let the pens and pencils fall as
they may.▼

Yes and No and
Our Precious
Vowels
By Hans Koseck
Just for fun, preposing the
vowels I and U to YES or
NO seems to want to sing
when only with NO: INO
(I know ), UNO ( you know )
UYES and IYES just don't
ring right.
Some of the other vowels
sound better with YES, but
not all of them.
AYES ( ah, yes ), OYES
( oh, yes ). They symphonize
beautifully, don't they?
Come to think of it, O can
be the only definite vowel
sound that fits in both places
(oh yes!, oh no!).
Funny, isn't it?
AYES, I forgot the remaining
other vowel, E. It just does
not harmonize with either
yes or no. ONO!▼
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How Many Spaces?
Maryann Blodgett Wilshere

In a sentence oh how to end
Is it one or two spaces my friend.
And why was it then so
But now not the way to go.
Was in times of early typewriters
when space bar was mono setters.
No matter width of letters either side
needed two to abide.
Along comes computer software
to space in proportion fare.
Adjusted to each letter
now highlights two as error.
How to break the habit then
of learners on typewriters back when.
And how to discover those doubles
Find and Replace function no troubles.
But then the brain is so confused
when we want a period to use.
Typing is one spacebar touch.
Texting it’s two. Too much!
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Pet Parade
By Jean Waid

T

he parade began with Snowball, an adorable, white, furry ball
of a guinea pig with albino-red eyes. David’s little league coach
dropped him off one day as a surprise gift with no warning. Clever
and devious are words that came to mind. Those of us at home fell in
love with him immediately. Then my husband arrived home and could
not stop violently sneezing. Snowball immediately went to live with
friends who also had three sons; they were thrilled to get him.
Then there was an aquarium of fish; how we all enjoyed watching
them, at first. One problem was keeping it clean, and another was the
small children of friends who wanted to catch the fish in their fingers.
However, we quickly learned a lot about tropical fish. We purchased
one black molly and watched her give birth to 17 babies. We were all
watching her the day she arrived at our home and assumed a bodily
function was occurring when 17 tiny black balls appeared. They soon
unwound and began swimming. I suppose technically that we owe
that pet store some more money.
More pet parade participants were found in an antique roll-top desk
we had purchased in Florida. After we arrived home, two stowaways
appeared as two small anoles similar to chameleons. I put them in
another aquarium and set the aquarium in a sunny window. I hoped
the sunshine would help them adjust to Michigan or remind them
of Florida. Unfortunately, the sun’s heat magnified and intensified
through the glass and roasted the critters. Live and learn. We all felt
bad. They may have had a better chance of surviving in the garage
in a Michigan winter.
One day David found a turtle, and it bit him, drawing blood. I phoned
the county health department. They weren’t concerned as no turtles
had been reported as rabid in decades. Still, we decided to keep an
eye on the turtle, just in case. The turtle disappeared, however David
never had a problem from that bite.

A

nother pet idea of David’s was when he decided to raise teddy
bear hamsters and sell them, so I soon purchased several used
aquariums for hamster condos. One litter arrived. He sold one to
a neighbor’s son and gave one to a friend. One morning, my husband
sleepily entered our closet to get clothes for work. He heard
something scurrying around and picked up a shoe, ready for
whatever danger awaited him. Fortunately, he remembered David
had a hamster as a pet and did not attack the little guy. David was
living elsewhere when he adopted a pair of iguanas. Besides their
unpleasant odor, they had razor-sharp claws. One learned to stay
away from them unless you wanted suspicious-looking deep scratches
all over your arms. Advice, no details needed—do not try to remove
iguanas from a Christmas tree!

When David’s daughter desperately wanted a kitten, he carefully
explained that he was allergic to cats. “If you had a kitten, daddy
would have to live in the garage, and you would not want me to live
in the garage, would you?” This made perfect sense to her, who
immediately replied, “YES!” She did not get a kitten, so David did
not have to live in the garage.

D

ixie was Claudia’s (our daughter-in-law) gorgeous Golden
Retriever. It was a family tradition to walk in the woods after
a Christmas feast. The murky black swamp/pond had a thin layer
of ice, and Dixie promptly fell into a black tar-like substance. She
was so pathetic, and we all freaked out with concern for her welfare.
When we returned
home, our other son
Steve picked up this
heavy, slimy dog and
put her in a tiny laundry
tub for a serious bath.
“Quickly: Where’s
a pail, shampoo,
towels!?” Dixie
looked like an oil
slick, but she loved
the attention and
cleaned up nicely!
If you are thinking of
Photo by David Waid
gifting a family with a
pet, it is a good idea to Claudia gives Dixie a bath
discuss this with the
parents first without the children hearing. Correction, Mandatory
you speak with the parents first. You could also research about the
animal and then decide if it would be a welcome addition—like we
never did. A classic case of do what we say, not what we do.▼
After reading the Vintage Views stories by others, I was
inspired beginning in 2004 to share some of my travels,
humorous events, and poetry. I proudly write about my
husband Roger, our three adult sons, five precious
grandchildren, and 40 years in Rochester Hills. It’s a joy to
contribute to this publication with other writers and poets.
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Predators in Our Midst
By Sam Seabright

Yes, we have predators right here in the Rochester area,
probably more than you suspect.
For example, the
coywolves (hybrid coyote
and wolf) roam our
subdivision back yards
and cull the deer herds.
Last winter, I saw
their three-inch-wide paw
prints in the snow-Bigfoot! But while animal
behavior is unpredictable,
our local predators,
including coywolves,
are afraid of and stay
away from humans.

Coywolf

What is that creepy creature in
the photo nearby? That’s a closeup of a Great Horned Owl
who lives in our backyard. It
comes out at night to prey on
small rodents. The photo was
taken at dusk in the morning
when the owl was waking up.

Photo by Sam Seabright

Photo by Sam Seabright

Broad-Winged Hawk

I have been watching a spider
no bigger than a match head.
It caught two hornets that
are now dead, and it is working
on a large, struggling mosquito.
It is said that chances are there
is a spider within three feet of
Turkey Vulture in flight
wherever you are, even indoors.
Spiders capture smaller insects: flies, beetles, mosquitoes, and moths.
Without spiders, we would be overrun with bugs.
From far overhead to underground, predators complete the ecosystem
food chain in the balance of nature. We need them!▼
I write stories about our rescued cat Frisky and
other animals who live outside (usually) our
house in the backyard. We have many animals
frequent our backyard and add an interesting
twist to our lives. I also write about places I have
traveled to and people I have met.

W

e sometimes see raptors
hovering far overhead:
eagles and hawks. They have
amazing eyesight. A BroadWinged Hawk regularly visits
our backyard, cruising about
four feet above the ground. We

Cicada-killer wasps are big and
ugly but harmless to humans.
They stun cicadas and stuff them
down their perfect holes in the
sand so their baby larvae can eat.

Great Horned Owl

have seen it pounce on squirrels
and chipmunks, then eat them on
a low branch. Bald eagles, our
national bird, have been nesting
in the Stony Creek Metropark
area but have a range for many
miles; their favorite lunches are
rabbits. And I once saw a redtailed hawk snatch a blue jay out
of the air with deadly accuracy.
Feral cats--domestic cats too-catch their share of birds,
chipmunks, mice, and moles.
The cat detects the rodents
underground, moves back
and forth to triangulate on their
subtle noises, then digs down
right on target. I’ve often
watched them doing that.
It’s Amazing!

Have you ever seen a large bird flying in the sky and not sure if it was
a bald eagle, or a common Turkey Vulture? Here’s how you can tell.
The Turkey Vultures have a bald red head and ivory colored bill and
the mature eagle has a white head and tail. You may have seen
buzzards (Turkey Vultures) and crows feasting on road kill. They are
not considered predators but more as a “cleanup crew” of scavengers.
Further down the food chain are the smaller predators. The praying
(or preying?) mantis has powerful legs and jaws and can take a chunk
out of your finger.
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THE BIRD CARVER

FASCINATION WITH BIRDS

By Bob Lytle

By Maryann Blodgett Wilshere

he bird-carving poem is an adaptation from a poem written in
1858 called The Old Figurehead Carver by Hiram Cody. The
original poem was set to music by Dick Swain who in 1966 added
a chorus and did some minor wording changes.

Why is a bird a bird? A bird has feathers, powerful wings, hollow
bones, warm blood, a remarkable respiratory system, and a large,
strong heart.

T

When I heard the song, I was inspired to adapt the lyrics and write
the below poem as a tribute to my friend Bill Ebinger, an awardwinning bird carver.
Bill, who you may know, is a long-time Oakland County resident,
retired Rochester veterinarian, OPC Meals On Wheels driver, and
past owner of Oakland Animal Hospital.

The Bird Carver for Bill Ebinger

While my hands are steady...while my eyes are good,
I will carve the music of the birds into the wood.
I have done my share of carving...birds of every shape and kind
Provided them for charities...causes good and fine,
Owls, loons and finches...egrets, long and tall
My eagle with its wings outspread is finest of them all.
I see this soaring eagle...beyond a fleecy cloud
He spots his quarry, tucks his wings...drops earthward shrieking loud
To snatch a lazy gopher for his nested fledgling’s prey
Then joins the eaglet’s mother for their nourishment that day.
‘Twas of the seasoned pine I formed him, clear of knot or flaw,
From the finest piece of timber...beak to clutching claw,
I carved his clean majestic lines...his fierce and speckled eye
Just the way he searched in silence...a mile in the sky.
Here’s a pair of wood ducks...on their nest behind a frond
Regarding all the dangers...around their nearby pond
A mink from shore or pike below might harm their hatchling pair
I shape each wing and feather...draw each stroke with greatest care.
For every owl and cardinal...pheasant, hawk and jay
I’ve studied each, learned every trait, the speckled eggs, they lay.
The male and female plumage, heard their songs, their every call,
Watched their mating dance in spring...then fly away each fall.
While my hands are steady, while my eyes are good,
I will carve the music of the birds into the wood.
Credits:
Original Poem The Old Figurehead Carver by Hiram Cody 1858
Chorus to song “The Old Figurehead Carver” by Dick Swain 1966.
Dick Swain found this wonderful poem in an old book
Songs of a Bluenose by H.A. Cody.

As our sons grew and began to move away, I found
I had the time and inclination to write. Write what you
know is the mantra authors are told to follow. So using
our sons’ antics and adventures, my northern Michigan
experiences, along with my wife’s and my life together,
I wrote poems and books of what I knew.

Scientists believe that birds evolved from theropod dinosaurs to
become flying machines. The American Museum of Natural History
suggests that there are an estimated 18,000 bird species in the
world.

B

irds have inspired humans since early times. Seeing birds be
fearlessly free in the sky, people wondered what it would be
like to fly. We cannot sprout wings nor do we have the muscles to
flap attached wings. All flight involves moving upward, against the
force of gravity, and forward too. A bird’s power for this comes
from the specialized “flight feathers” and the massive chest muscles
that pull the wings down—these muscles are ten times bigger than
the muscles that pull the wings back up.
Birdwatching, or birding, is a fun hobby at any
age. Many people derive great pleasure, fulfilment,
and inspiration from watching birds and listening
to them casually and as a hobby. Although it is
often done in a group, it is a good solo hobby.
Simply put, birdwatching is observing, identifying,
and recording birds one sees based on color, song,
time of appearance, and location. It’s an inexpensive and enjoyable
hobby that can be done right in the backyard, at parks, or at a
wildlife refuge. All one needs is a sturdy pair of binoculars along
with some patience.
Bird carving, another hobby, is enjoyed
by both novices and various levels of
experienced carvers. Also known as
wildfowl carving, it has evolved into
a true art form. A lot of species of birds
are now being used as a subject by
carvers. The carvings vary with the type of wood, the position
of the bird from upright to graceful flight, and by the intricate
details the artist includes.
Wood carving is a hobby for relaxation and a great creative
outlet. It is quite easy to start a hobby in carving. You simply
need some basic carving tools and a piece of desired wood to
accommodate your idea.
Carving wood has been around for years beginning with carving
of functional items. It is believed to have started with decoy makers
or with whittlers. Through time, decorative art works gained
popularity as well.
Whether birdwatching, carving, or simply being near birds as
they flit about a backyard, the colors in their appearance, habits
and behaviors, intelligence, and conversations in song are all
wonderfully fascinating. ▼
After retiring in 2008 from an employee engagement
career in event planning, I soon joined the Vintage
Views “family” thinking it would be fun to proofread
issues and meet people who enjoy writing. Little did
I anticipate how I’d be having fun also doing layouts
and editing.

